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R.A.F. SUPPORT IN LIBYAN BATTLE

Royal Air Force and South African Air Force fighter and Bomber squadrons

wore out again over the Libyan Battlefront on Thursday from first light until

nightfall, strafing energy fighting vehicles and motor transport.

Squadrons of Kittyhawk fighters, Tomahawks and Hurricanes carried out

numerous sorties over the enemy positions, returning to their desert Bases,

only a short flying time Behind the area of fighting, to refuel and rearm.

Altogether more than two hundred fighter sorties were made during the

day, while Boston Bombers were again in action, destroying large numbers of

enemy fighter vehicles, petrol Bowsers and motor transport. Enemy losses of

mechanised vehicles have Been considerable and the estimates of the fighter
and Bomber squadrons are known to be conservative.

One squadron, which claimed ten enemy vehicles destroyed in one operation,
flew over the same spot some time later and saw more than twenty-five enemy

vehicles abandoned in the desert.

One particularly effective attack was made in the Aoroma region By Boston

Bombers on a supply column which was engaged in refuelling and rearming Axis

tanks.

Throughout the day the closest support -was given to the army, and many

of tho bomber sorties were made north of Bir el Harmat and south-west of

Aoroma in response to calls from tho army for close support* Our squadrons

were able to keep a complete watch on the progress of the Battle, and to

provide Both array and air 'force Battle headquarters with a detailed picture
of tho lard operations on both sides. Although the air force was devoting

the greatest part of its effort to attacking the enemy land forces, air

Battles were frequent and Axis aircraft were engaged whenever they were

encountered. Many enemy air attacks on our troops wore Broken up.


